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Axius rooftop cargo carrier instructions

Review: Axius RackPack Rooftop Cargo Bag Short Cuts Author: Phil Hansford, July 12, 2000 Rack Pack adds 15 cubic feet of storage space, but easily folds the size of a loaf of bread. While most SUVs have more than enough space to carry large, bulky items, there are times when even the most
mammoth machines need that little extra cargo capacity. Montero and Montero Sport are quite generous in their storage space, but the old two doors can be quite cramped, especially with passengers rear seats. I often have three passengers on hikes, so I decided to get a carrier on the roof. Looking at
the options available, I settled on a soft, backpack-like rooftop bag. Here's a rundown of how it functions. When loading a bag, be sure to load it evenly. Keeping a bag is pretty easy, given its compact size. Axius RackPack is made of heavy nylon packaging and is only used when fully filled. When empty,



the bag folds up to the size of a loaf of bread. When filled, it can hold more than 15 cubic feet of storage space. This requires a roofrack for fastening, and must be lashed with eight included straps on all four sides. This attachment uses integral buckles, or quickly plug hooks. Access through a large
double zipper that opens the back half. Some things to keep in mind before you buy... Rackpack can be fastened with buckles or hooks. If you have a rack-like bar, you should add side grilles access to the cargo from the back easily with a large zipper. The bag measures 36 x 36 x 18, but still leaves room
... When considering buying storage bags like Rackpack, many factors need to be considered. First of all, it's the weather. I drove through heavy rain and suffered some small leaks around the seams. Some airtight tents may solve this problem, but this needs to be addressed. Another important factor is
attachment: Many hard coffin storage boxes can be attached regardless of any roof rack. Not a rackpack: it should have a roofrack, with bars on all sides. The factory rack will work, but the popular bar system lacks side mounting points. (I solved this by making side bars out of aluminum hockey sticks that
were the same size as the main bars.) This storage bag is not for everyone, but it certainly fits the bill for those with storage problems on a budget. Pros: Folding, when not in use, for easy storage. The lightweight soft side to allow the variable-shaped cargo is very cost effective: this bag costs 1/3 price of
a comparable hard plastic roof storage bin. Cons: It comes into contact with the roof, so the roof should Clean before the bag is put in place. The rack needs a four-sided roof in order to attach it. It is usually leaked in wet weather. Best packed with soft one-way items, since the roof is not protected by
layer layer pack cloth. The straps tend to loosen over time, so they need to be checked periodically, on long rackpack discs can not be used when partially full: it must be completely stuffed, or the material will flap. However, this rooftop storage option is not ideal under all circumstances. If you plan to use
this bag in wet weather, or need to store solid items such as skates, or tools, then I suggest a hard carrier shell. If you don't have a rack on the roof, then the savings are negated by having to buy a rack first. If you need a cost-effective way to transport soft items such as sleeping bags, duffel bags, tents,
etc., and you have no room for a large plastic shell around your home when not using it, this could be your ticket to maximize the payload capacity of your sports utility vehicle. OutdoorWire, 4x4Wire, JeepWire, TrailTalk, MUIRNet-News and 4x4Voice are trademarks and publications of OutdoorWire, Inc.
and MUIRNet Consulting. Copyright (c) 1999-2019 OutdoorWire, Inc. and MUIRNet Consulting - All Rights Reserved, no part of this publication can be reproduced in any form without explicit written permission You are free to refer to this site, but further use is not allowed without explicit written permission
from the owner of this material. All corporate trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Image not available forColor: Not sure how to install the roof of the carrier? No worries. Below we have a short training video setup by us, a manufacturer and authorized distributor for our Rightline, Thule,
and Yakima roof carrier bags to make your life easier. After watching these brief video instructions, you'll see how easy it is to install and use our rooftop rentals. Before you start watching the carrier's installation video, please determine if your car has a side or cross rails on top of it. If you don't have any
sides or cross rails, you'll want to choose the Rooftop Carrier for the Roofless Options Racks. Check out this short video review. Rooftop Carrier for cars with or without a rack Still have questions on the roof of the carrier for cars with or without roof racks? Yes, we include rooftop clips Rightline mentions in
this video. Click on the Contact tab with us at the bottom of the screen and send us a message. We're happy to help. Why is the U.S.-Made RoofBag car the top carrier? Made in San Diego, California, USA, using only high-quality, military-grade materials. Save fuel with the original aerodynamic design of
RoofBag. Save the cost when you buy a factory-straight from RoofBag.com. Enjoy the big storage without bulk and high cost of solid media. Just install, delete and store. Use with or without the roof rack. Get access to your equipment with ease. Heavy, 18-ounce double vinyl coated polyester fabric is
completely waterproof, there will be rip or tear and UV resistance. Sent on the same day if you order an M-F PST for UPS or Fedex, or by 10 a.m. for USPS. Enter the postcode in the field above and select the desired arrival date. You could get your order tomorrow! The quality is guaranteed by a 30-day
easy return and a 2-year warranty. Customer service agents are available to help by phone, chat or email. Thousands of customer reviews reflect the happy experience of many satisfied customers. For security, transactions are encrypted and we do not store credit card information after payment.
Payment.
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